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The War Within 1997

this courageous book offers resounding yes it also provides a battle strategy based on the promises and power of god and on the

author s experiences in breaking a 25 year struggle with sexual sin newly revised and expanded this book will lead you to a new

level of purity and will encourage you that in this terribly private struggle you are never alone

The Naked Truth 2004

the naked truth addresses the issue of sexual purity with realism and practicality for today s postmodern youth

Sex, Purity, and the Longings of a Girl's Heart 2019-04-30

for the modern christian woman living in today s sexually charged society embracing god s design for sex and purity can often feel

like an impossible pursuit as the culture seeks to normalize things such as pornography erotica and casual sex both single and

married women of all ages feel immense pressure to conform with alluring temptations constantly inviting them to join in they might

even begin to question whether god s design is truly good they wrestle with questions like what is the purpose of my sexuality

what does it mean to pursue purity are my sexual longings good or bad in this encouraging book kristen clark and bethany beal

share honestly about their own struggles and victories and invite women on a personal journey to discover and reclaim a biblical

vision for their sexuality kristen and bethany help women understand why god s design for sexuality is good relevant and leads to

true hope and lasting freedom
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Journey to Sexual Purity 2016-12-22

this book is ultimately a tool to shatter deception as it pertains to love relationships and sex in a quite candid matter of fact tone

kyondra shares things she s come to know on the subjects whether through personal experience or divine wisdom the purpose of

publishing this book is to expose the strategy of the enemy have you been plagued with mistakes from your past or present do

you feel trapped in relationship cycles are you finding it hard to break free from condemnation and shame are you ready to walk in

a new revelation of truth god has so much to offer all who will open their hearts and allow him to reshape our perception of these

matters of the heart let this book help you take the first step toward your journey to sexual purity

The Secret Power of Sexual Purity 2003-01-01

the anatomy of sexual integrity is a practical guide offering a thoroughly biblical strategy for personal wholeness and a pathway to

genuine discipleship for believers in the 21st century christian

The Road to Sexual Purity 2006-11

enjoy these sample pages from and the bride wore white reviewers continue to rave about and the bride wore white seven secrets

to purity but the greatest proof of it s effect is in the lives of tens of thousands of young women who ve embraced the book s

proven how to wait skills each chapter of and the bride wore white begins with a narrative of dannah gresh s young love life taken

from her own teenage journals she transparently shares her struggles and successes her moments of pain followed by healing

and the moments of triumph this story line grips the young reader while they learn statistically proven risk reduction factors the end
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result is usable how to say no skills that can reduce the risk of a young woman s heart being broken by sexual sin in this update

dannah and her friends share open letters of encouragement to young women one for those who chose life and another to those

who chose abortion a letter to teen girls addicted to pornography and another to girls who have experienced sexual abuse and

many more specific to a young woman s unique circumstances over 250 000 copies sold

The Anatomy of Sexual Integrity 2008-04

first things first freedom is possible if you feel trapped in a cycle of porn or sex addiction you are not alone nor do you need to

keep living a reality that brings you pain and false intimacy this practical christian centered guide can help you climb out of your

despair and begin a life changing journey of recovery it sets the stage for change by exploring the root of the problem uncovering

the brain science of addiction and helping you identify the triggers that lead you to act out sexually it never just happens building

on this solid foundation author dann aungst then presents a proven 40 day plan for tackling the behavior from multiple angles and

for continuing to grow heal from the emotional wounds of your past and successfully face any challenges and temptations that

arise in the future 40 days to freedom winning the battle for sexual purity can help you rebuild your relationships with god with

yourself and with others as well as restore personal peace heal your soul and regain a purposeful life dann aungst is a recovering

sex addict counselor author public speaker and founder of road to purity

And the Bride Wore White SAMPLER 2012-07-01

celebrate purity overcoming lust is a process that requires diligent focus and accountability from others and these in depth guides

help establish both they re designed for a variety of settings from one on one accountability partnerships to sunday school classes
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sex is not the problem lust is made the statement that lust is a human problem not just a guy problem and that jesus can free

anyone from its power going further these gender specific study guides feature questions and discussion starters that directly

address the temptations unique to men and women these resources are a must have for anyone challenged to defeat lust and

celebrate purity in their lives lust is not just a guy problem based on the bestselling message in sex is not the problem lust is

joshua and shannon harris offer a companion study guide specifically designed to address the issues women face for use in a

personal or group setting this in depth guide is a tool to help you apply the book s principles as you go further on your journey to

holiness sex is not the problem lust is offers help and hope not just for those who are dealing with sexual lust but for anyone

besieged by temptation of any kind nancy leigh demoss author host of the revive our hearts radio program includes a modesty

heart check for girls each of the ten small group sessions includes easy review a quick chapter summary makes review simple

discussion questions questions that serve as icebreakers and then lead to deeper discussion and personal application

accountability follow up questions to help check each other s progress in a truthful and caring setting meditate and memorize key

scriptures that will help women gain victory over lust custom tailored action plan women will be led in a step by step formulation of

an action plan uniquely tailored to combat their specific battles story behind the book i was preparing a message on lust when i

realized that the book i wanted to consult hadn t been written that book would make it clear that only jesus christ can free us from

the hopeless treadmill of shame and guilt that so many well intentioned people end up on it would instill a love for holiness and a

hatred for sin without dragging the reader s imagination through the gutter and it would be for both men and women because i ve

learned that lust isn t just a guy problem it s a human problem joshua harris
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40 Days to Freedom 2017-12-26

sex purity virginity love moral revolution seeks to inspire a culture of love honor and respect with people who walk in purity passion

and power this intimate and honest book addresses the root causes of purity issues rather than merely communicating to the

masses to abstain from having sex it will call you to a higher standard of living imparting value for your heart and encouraging you

to walk in all god has created you to be many who have given in to the power of peer pressure and the lure of distorted cultural

values will find hope and courage to start over again moral revolution is written for radical and passionate people who dream of

being catalysts to a different kind of sexual revolution one that transforms the way the world views sexuality defines the unborn

and embraces the family join the moral revolution

Sex Is Not the Problem (Lust Is) - A Study Guide for Women 2010-05-19

family and parenting authority jim burns explores the tough and sensitive issues of sexuality preparing preteens for their

adolescent years presents biblical values about sex bodies and relationships provided by publisher

Moral Revolution 2012-12-04

with over 250 000 copies sold reviewers continue to rave about and the bride wore white seven secrets to purity but the greatest

proof of its effect is in the lives of tens of thousands of young women who ve embraced the book s message each chapter of and

the bride wore white begins with a narrative of dannah gresh s young love life taken from her own teenage journals she

transparently shares her struggles and successes her moments of pain followed by healing and the moments of triumph this story
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line grips the young reader while they learn statistically proven risk reduction factors the end result are usable how to say no skills

that can reduce the risk of a young woman s heart being broken by sexual sin in this update dannah and her friends share open

letters of encouragement to young women one to those who chose life and another to those who chose abortion one to teen girls

addicted to pornography and another to girls who have experienced sexual abuse and many more specific to a young woman s

unique circumstances

The Purity Code 2008-06

god designed sex for our good but like most things we ve found a way to pervert it from the original design today the challenges

to this generationwho want to be holy who want to honor god with their minds and bodies seem tougher than ever we live in a

time and in a culture that seems given over to sex many christian singles today lack a clear biblical vision for sexual purity and

relationships that extends beyond a truncated don t have sex concept of purity as a matter of fact one of the things that makes

sexual sin so difficult to overcome is that while we are built for intimacy we re also fearful of genuine intimate relationships this

book serves as a guide to help you discover god s plan for sex and sexuality and also help you track down the lies you have

believed about sex and help you replace them with truth that comes straight from god the one who created sex for us

And the Bride Wore White 2012-06-20

do you think that it is realistic in 2016 to abstain from sex until marriage in a sex driven world do you want to live for god but don t

know practical steps to get there in your everyday life do you know the purpose of sex and why god even created it ever wonder

why you can t seem to get over that ex that you dated 5 years ago and are constantly drawn into an on and off relationship with
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them god invented sex an interactive guide to sexual purity takes an introspective look at all of these questions and more through

the journey and personal stories of the author it is a thought provoking book that not only provides information through biblical lens

but also gives 8 practical steps to maintain sexual purity at the end of each chapter there is a question and answer section to help

you to connect the dots in your own life whether you want to abstain from sex until marriage are a virgin or have yet to decide if

sexual purity is something that you would like to engage in this book is for you

Sexual Purity, Lust and Temptation, the Battle of the Present Generation

2023-06-22

powerful ammunition for your war against sexual temptation as a man you re bombarded by sexual images and battle inner urges

you want to do right in fact you want to meet god s standard of avoiding any hint of sexual immorality but accomplishing that goal

is a challenge if you are a single man struggling to remain sexually pure you are not alone there s practical hard hitting help from

the authors of the blockbuster every man series every single man s battle guides you or your men s group through an honest and

clear exploration of god s word you ll undertake a personal journey into key scriptures wrestle with questions for reflection and

examination and discover the practical tools and biblical strategies you need to live the pure life god calls you to even while living

in a sexually soaked culture make a frontal assault on the temptation every single man faces this book provides all the resources

you need now includes the workbook
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God Invented Sex 2016-10-05

lust isn t just a guy problem it s a human problem and unless we honestly confront it lust will destroy our relationships and our

lives joshua harris author of the runaway bestseller i kissed dating goodbye calls a generation bombarded with images of sexual

sin back to the freedom and joy of holiness this pg rated book straightforward without being graphic speaks to those entrenched in

lust or just flirting with temptation honestly sharing his own struggles harris exposes lust s tactics and helps readers create a

personal plan for fighting back men and women will find hope in god s grace and learn the secrets to lasting change neither sex

nor sexuality is our enemy we need to rescue our sexuality from lust so we can experience it as god intended bestselling author

joshua harris shows you how lust deceives you specific and honest without being graphic this book for both men and women will

guide you in creating a custom plan for fighting lust and celebrating purity praise for sex is not the problem lust is for your joy and

christ s honor i commend this book to you it is realistic practical and hope giving john piper pastor of bethlehem baptist church

minneapolis a beautiful blend of grace and truth joshua harris raises high standards of holiness while carefully avoiding legalism i

highly recommend it randy alcorn bestselling author of the treasure principle and the purity principle i am very encouraged that my

longtime friend josh harris has written a book about lust may god use this book to keep many from allowing their minds to become

the devil s playground rebecca st james singer songwriter story behind the book i was preparing a message on lust when i

realized that the book i wanted to consult hadn t been written that book would make it clear that only jesus christ can free us from

the hopeless treadmill of shame and guilt that so many well intentioned people end up on it would instill a love for holiness and a

hatred for sin without dragging the reader s imagination through the gutter and it would be for both men and women because i ve

learned that lust isn t just a guy problem it s a human problem joshua harris
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Every Single Man's Battle 2009-04-22

her second book the best sex of my life confessions of a sexual purity revolution discusses dating courtship and engagement

topics while featuring the testimonies of those who have been impacted by the revolution it furthers the discussion on sexual purity

after abortion abuse homosexuality divorce promiscuity and more

Sex Is Not the Problem (Lust Is) 2009-01-21

how can christians live lives of purity in a world that has become so sexualized who sets the standard for purity the culture

christians god it doesn t take a lot to recognize that we live in a highly sexualized culture billboards and store fronts use sexual

messages to call us to buy their products or services magazines and newspapers assault us with sexual ads turn on the television

computer and specifically the internet and the sexuality becomes even more blatant often crossing the line into pornography

sexual messages showing an abundance of skin are used to sell everything from lingerie to beer as if that wasn t enough there

are advertisements for erectile dysfunction penile enlargement breast augmentation and all manner of birth control on television

radio and in print people have become numb to the boldness of these messages and no longer blush we are boiling in a sexual

stew and like the proverbial frog in the kettle we are being cooked as the heat rises and society s standards are lowered are

christians immune from all of this were that it was so christian men women and teens are called to be in the world not of it romans

12 2 yet by being in the world many have become conformed to the world instead of serving as thermostats and changing the

culture many have become thermometers reflecting the culture in which they live the culture uses sexuality in ways never intended

by god as the poster picturing gears chains sprockets and wheels all tightly strung together wistfully muses god made us plain and
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simple my how we have complicated things god designed sex to be plain and simple his original design was for sex to be for

procreation and pleasure his original design was for men and women to use sex to carry out his command to be fruitful and

multiply fill the earth genesis 1 28 sex is to be the glue of marriage sealing the marital covenant between a husband and wife as a

veteran pastor for over thirty years dr irv sarge woolf provides battle tested practical answers as he shares god s design for sex in

a sex saturated world irv takes us back to that original blueprint back to sex as god originally intended it he describes the god of

holiness and god s standard for holiness in warning us about the enemies of purity he describes how the world the flesh and the

devil have corkscrewed sexuality and twisted it into a self serving distortion of what god intended it to be irv identifies the key

weapon of the enemies arsenal sexual immorality finally irv shows us the clear difference sexual purity makes in the life of a man

a woman a marriage and a family irv is no ivory tower theologian but a man who applies the word of god in practical fashion to the

everyday world of temptations he understands what it takes to live in purity as a former pastor who launched every man s battle

for purity in his home church irv is eminently qualified to write about this topic god s hand is upon him and his ministry to purify the

bride of christ may the lord use him the church desperately needs purifying

The Best Sex of My Life 2012-12-21

21 days to sexual purity is a biblical devotional that will empower you to live a sexually pure life before god it is not a book that

simply tells you to be pure instead it shows you in a very practical way the necessary steps that must be taken in order to live a

sexually pure life what makes this devotional really special are the included challenges each day there is something very practical

for you to do that will help you to grow in your purity as you do the challenges you will see yourself mature more and more in

sexual purity if you are dissatisfied with an impure lifestyle and want biblical help to walk before the lord in purity then do yourself
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a favor and start applying the principles included in this devotional

The Power of Purity 2009-04

sara moslener sheds light on the contemporary purity movement by examining how earlier movements established the rhetorical

and moral frameworks utilized by two of today s leading purity organizations true loves waits and silver ring thing her investigation

reveals that purity work over the last two centuries has developed in concert with widespread fears of changing traditional gender

roles and sexual norms national decline and global apocalypse

21 Days to Sexual Purity 2014-06-24

choosing sexual purity may seem old fashioned and culturally irrelevant but purity by design illustrates the profound wisdom and

protection of following god with our sexuality the multi faceted benefits of purity are profound and affect our lives for good in every

way but it s still difficult to wait in the book roger and diane share their personal stories of embracing purity with raw transparency

together their journeys filled with tears and triumph cross the entire spectrum from purity to promiscuity and back no matter where

you ve come from or what relational issues you struggle with you will find hope as the hunter s relay how they have come to know

the truth of god s grace and redemption for all the contrast of their stories is profound roger lost his virginity at a very young age

and wandered in the world for years before he received god s forgiveness and restoration and made a commitment to purity diane

on the other hand discovered that through receiving god s love she was empowered to maintain her sexual purity she married

roger at the age of thirty seven as a virgin purity by design vulnerably shares their contrasting journeys heartbreaks and joy in the

context of god s unifying love and redemption they practically share the positive and negative consequences they each
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experienced given the choices they made as they invite you into the immeasurable rewards of purity this is a powerful book for

anyone who is looking for true love and wants to understand the intricate affect that purity has in each of our lives and destinies

purity by design explains how and why pre marital sex weakens long term romantic relationships releases hope and healing to

people who have been wounded in their quest to find love describes the resources we each have that give us the ability to

maintain our sexual purity and live in freedom

Virgin Nation 2015

we live in a sexually impure world this fact is felt most assuredly by men as on preacher put it we live in a culture that sweats

sensuality from its pores a man today can t escape the temptations to sexual sin that come to him via tv billboards magazines and

provocatively dressed women he can run but he can t hide the world he lives in is saturated with sexual temptations this book

seeks to come face to face with the growing problem in the church today sexual purity has become a major concern in homes

churches and in the hearts of men across the country this book will provide keys to unlocking freedom in the fight for purity

Purity by Design 2014-11-02

a resource for pre teens this bible based text includes discussion chapters that prompt personal reflection and small group

interaction christian
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Secret Sex Wars 2008-05-01

c angela delicately yet powerfully shares the emotional struggles of christians who have fallen into sexual sin she digs into the

heart of the matter the reasons why and how many have become victims of the enemy s plot to keep them out of heaven in the

midst of this angela reinforces that god s love for us and his desire for our bodies to be kept pure will never change however if

one of his children slips god s arms are open wide to brush his children off clean them up and receive them back unto himself c

angela shares how god s word gives victory over every sin this is a must read for everyone within the body of christ from teenager

to senior citizens

Sexual Purity and the Young Woman 2008-07

this practical look at sexual purity is written directly to teens in a frank accessible and totally honest style to help them make

decisions for sexual integrity when young men are tempted discusses factors surrounding sexual temptation and presents a

strategy to encourage and assist young men to lead morally pure lives author bill perkins offers success stories as well as

testimonies of false solutions readers will understand why wrong things seem so right and how sexual appetites get out of control

learn to filter and deal with the elements of teens pop culture work find freedom to confront and defeat the demons of sexual

compromise bad habits and feelings of guilt breaking addictive cycles user friendly ways to make healthy decisions and act on

them discover strategies for ongoing victoryupside down turned around sound like a typical day for you invert books meet you

where you are in the twisted flipped around places in your life you ve got so many relationships to focus on god others and even

yourself invert books will help you figure out how to give yourself fully to all of them invert tackles the difficult topics that are
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important to you and will help you turn to focus on god more clearly

Zimri Among Us: A Call for Sexual Purity Within the Body of Christ 2012-10-30

companion guide to and the bride wore white don t let your youth be a cultural statistic youth leaders and parents will be glad to

see the training materials available for the bestselling and the bride wore white by dannah gresh perfect for individual and small

group study the dvd leader s guide and study guide will complement perfectly dvd includes bonus tracks

When Young Men Are Tempted 2009-08-30

how can a young man keep his way pure asks the psalmist in psalms 119 9 by living according to your word he answers pastor

mbewe provides precious spiritual nuggets from god s word to assist young people maintain sexual purity this booklet could not

have come at a better time because the high prevalence of sexual sin among christian youth is worrying it is an excellent tool i

heartily exhort the young people not only to read it but also to honestly answer the heart searching questions at the end of each

chapter

And the Bride Wore White Companion Guide 2014-12-11

according to a survey of two thousand christians done by christian sex ed ministries 91 percent believe that the community of faith

doesn t talk enough about sexual purity christian sex ed is the answer to that problem as you read through these pages you will

learn about sex in an educational scientific transparent and above all else a biblical manner not only will you be educated about
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sex but you will be equipped to walk in sexual purity after spending twelve years as a slave to sexual sin pastor dane shares the

biblical and practical steps that helped him overcome a life of sexual immorality and walk in continuous freedom dane fragger is

the founder of christian sex ed ministries millions of believers around the world who desire to learn about dating sex and sexual

purity view his content each month in addition dane serves as a pastor in los angeles california where he lives with his beautiful

wife and lovely daughters

Maintaining Sexual Purity 2024-02-20

seven secrets to sexual purity leader s guide is the biblically based sexual education program based on the book and the bride

wore white presented in a two day one night sleepover or a ten week bible study girls who attend say it is a blast the seven

secrets to sexual purity is presented in fifteen hours of an active curriculum in which small group discussions individual activities

group games and fun object lessons are utilized every session carries a deep scriptural challenge to the attendees on an intimate

level the young women who attend will begin informal mentorships with women who attend from your community write

commitments for their eyes only to keep sex out of their relationships until their wedding night gain a deep understanding of the

covenant purpose of sex as well as the earthy blessings that god rewards us with if that covenant is protected write commitments

to protect their love for god with undistracted devotion develop a list of top ten comeback lines for questionable situations create a

vision of a godly marriage by committing to only date christians and by writing a shopping list of character qualities for their

husband to be write a letter to god placing themselves and their struggles before him worship the greatest love jesus begin the

process of healing from sexual sin if it exists in their lives
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Christian Sex Ed 2020-04-14

understanding sexual doorways is an uncommon and highly inspired book that equips empowers and educate people with the

truth knowledge and wisdom towards living a victorious life over sexual immorality do you want to experience deliverance recovery

and victory over any sexual struggle or bondage do you want to walk in sexual purity understanding sexual doorways is a powerful

tool and resource that should be utilized in religious institutions educational institution and prison institutions across the world to

aid victims of sexual immorality into their freedom and equip others in real solutions to avoid opening the door or stepping into the

lifestyle of sexual immorality the powerful revelations and strategies that rufus e yamoah provides in this book will save many

nations from premature death and unfulfilled purposes with this book we will begin to build a sexual purity community

Seven Secrets to Sexual Purity 2003-03-01

it is very hard to reconcile the calling of sexual purity with the fact that god designed our bodies with natural sexual feelings and

cravings the struggle for sexual purity can be challenging but we don t have to struggle alone this book is a 21 day period of

fasting guided journaling and daily reading of scriptures about sexual purity you can study this book alone but the book is also

designed for partnering with someone else this book is a great book for small groups purity groups and book clubs this book takes

you on a journey of detoxifying your heart mind and body of sexual sin with many scriptures and an understanding of what is

causing you to struggle in your sexual purity
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Understanding Sexual Doorways 2015-10-13

this book is designed to provoke conversation among adolescents and adults and to draw everyone into considering god s

principles of holiness in sexual matters it is an excellent study manual for sunday schools and youth groups also the contents can

be used in a whole church setting it s time we talk

The Sexual Purity Detox 2023-05-30

parents there s no point hushing the topic of sex our pre teens will see and hear confusing and inaccurate messages about their

sexuality through the media and among their peers all around them casual hook ups are the new the relational norm but we can

win the hearts of our girls with a message of purity by bringing the topic out into the light and offering the straightforward answers

they need to make informed choices dr missy kifetew remembers her own frustration in not being able to find the answers about

sex she sought as a young girl so here she writes with a tone of love understanding and honesty as if penning a letter to her own

daughter in fact she is her desire to equip her own daughter to pursue a sexually pure life inspired this book in beyond the fairy

tale girls will learn about the two basic necessities that prepare them to live sexually pure they ll see how the beauty of god s

creation is reflected in them and in his design for their sexuality and they ll be equipped to avoid the dire consequences of sex

apart from god s plan rather than a list of dos and don ts this book helps girls understand how and why god is for sex and

pleasure within the safe and loving boundary of marriage he designed what our girls know and don t know about sex will make a

lasting difference in their lives like the difference between darkness and light each chapter includes reflection questions parent

guide and leader guide are available for download on the author s website to help strengthen communication with youth on the
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topic of sex

Sexual Purity 2013-03-01

holiness as it was meant to be for many believes young or old single or married sexuality is the primary challenge for discipleship

you follow christ in most areas but excuse yourself from his commands and teachings on sex although times and society has

changed god s standards have remained the same in her introductory book worth fighting for dr hill examines the power and the

purpose of sexual purity and addresses such issues as what steps can i take to rebuild my self worth does my sin define me is it

necessary to commit my entire life to chirst what does prayer have to do with living holy what is the difference between testing and

temptation how do i break this cycle of sin who is my real enemy how do i fight and how do i win to live successfully in this world

believers need a new awareness of who they are and the standards that god requires of them they also need a strategy whether

you are a woman or a man married or single this book will help you to understand holiness as it was meant to be teach you how

to fight and show you how to win

Beyond the Fairy Tale 2015-06-11

when s the last time your church spoke openly about sexuality messages about sex are everywhere books magazines films

television and billboards bombard us daily with the culture s standards and beliefs about sexuality and while the world tells us how

we should live in regards to our relationships and sexual identity the church has too often been silent but sexuality is not an issue

that can be ignored pure love deals openly honestly and biblically with these core issues of sexuality facing young people today

dating singleness modesty emotional purity pornography masturbation homosexuality confident in the power of the gospel timon
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and sarah draw on their own experiences and the truth of the scriptures to show you how you can be freed from the slavery of

sexual temptation and walk in a manner worthy of your calling as a christian

Stormproof Men: Sexual Purity for Christian Men in a Sex-Saturated World 2017-10

the basic concept of the book sexual purity is to encourage teenagers and young adults to live by christian morals to give them

insight of their identity which leads to making good choices this book provides biblical content to help them in their spiritual walk

with christ the bible teaches that satan comes but to kill steal and destroy seducers false teachers charmers and others who are

busy for satan seek to disrupt our children trying to take them out of fellowship with the lord this book is designed to keep them

focused and to detour them from one of the sins that they struggle with the most sex

Worth Fighting For 2019-08-14

sexual sins are some of the most difficult to conquer they re also some of the most destructive leaving individuals marriages

families and churches devastated facing sexual temptations daily too often unfaithful in thought or deed persistently assaulted by

the world the flesh and the devil can men and women today possibly win the war for sexual purity this courageous book offers a

resounding yes it also provides a battle strategy based on the promises and power of god and on the author s experiences in

breaking a 25 year long struggle with sexual sin newly revised and expanded this book will lead you to a new level of purity and

will encourage you that in this terribly private struggle you are never alone a brutally honest book about the battle for sexual purity

that will encourage all men who want to live godly lives jerry bridges author of the pursuit of holiness this book hits a raw nerve

most of us would rather avoid the sensitive issues it addresses but we ignore them at the price of our holiness our families and
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our personal self esteem not to mention our spiritual walk a must read for men dr jerry white author and past president of the

navigators a strikingly honest and hard hitting book that provides both hope and a practical battle plan at a time when pornography

and sexual impurity ravage the church this biblical treatise is a much needed resource for the christian community art athens

former executive director officer s christian fellowship bob reehm is on staff with the navigators military ministry married to his wife

for over 30 years he has three adult children and 3 so far grand children he lives in marina ca and ministers at the naval post

graduate school and the defense language institute

The Identity of Purity 2022-06

Pure Love 2015-09-02

Youth Ministries 2008-04

The War Within 2014-01
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